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Strahan - Huricane Love
Tom: D

   Bm Bm D A

D A Bm
More time, less war
Look upon the fountain
Raised sight but a low rapport
Beat against the mountain
One life, one score
Running for the prize with my eyes on the heavenly host
My soul beats hard and the sun beats on

Bm Bm D A

D A Bm
This path draws blood
Breaks a man in two mends a heart then pushes him on
Drink deep sweat love
Following the man born again with a hurricane love

G D A Bm
G D A
And I know this is my ticket for a fool to become the divine
When you are mine and I am yours
And it ain?t brought like a bread train
Take it from the fruit that the vine?s what he says
But if you drink now then the wine is yours

Bm D A

D A Bm
Gale winds, still voice

Reading like a palm every word of the heavenly joy
Dig deep, press on
You take the kind of man
That I am and you give him it all

G D A Bm
G D A
And I know this is yours
Hanging from the tree in the eye of the storm
But if you die now then I am whole
And life pours out from a great pain
So let lazarus rise for your glory and fame
But if you drink now then the wine is yours

Bm D A E (2x)
Vocalização

Bm D A E
Break me, shake me
I need you to be my anchor in the calm
Cause I stray far when the pressure?s off

G D A Bm
G D A
And I know this is my ticket for a fool to become the divine
When you are mine and I am yours
Life pours out from a great pain
So let lazarus rise for your glory and fame
But if you drink now then the wine is yours

G D A Bm
G D A
Vocalizaçao

Acordes


